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D ark m atter is exam ined within the “ golden region" of the m inim al supcrsym m etric standard model.
This region satisfies experim ental constraints, including a low er bound on the Higgs mass o f 114 GeV, and 
m inim izes fine-tuning o f the Z boson mass. Here wc im pose additional constraints (particularly due to 
experim ental bounds on b —> sy ) . Then wc find the properties o f the dark m atter in this region. 
N cutralinos with a rclic density that provides the am ount o f dark m atter required by cosm ological data 
arc shown to consist o f a predom inant gaugino (rather than H iggsino) fraction. In addition, the U ( l)}- 
gaugino m ass param eter m ust satisfy M ] & 300 GeV.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The m inimal standard supersymmetric model (MSSM) 
is the simplest supersymmetric extension beyond the stan­
dard model of particle physics, and stands to be tested in 
the upcoming Large Hadron Collider experiments at 
CERN. The M SSM  not only addresses fundam ental ques­
tions in particle physics, but also naturally provides a 
compelling dark m atter candidate, the lightest supersym ­
metric particle (LSP). In particular, the neutralino, which is 
a linear combination of the supersymmetric partners o f the 
photon, the Z  boson, and the neutral scalar Higgs particles, 
has the right cross section and mass to automatically 
provide the observed density o f cold dark m atter in the 
universe. According to the analysis in [1 ], the latter has the 
value
O v/ r  =  0.1143 ±  0.0034. (1)
Here the subscript x  refers to neutralinos, h is the Hubble 
constant H0 in units of 100 km/s/M pc, and f i x =  p x / p c is 
the fraction o f the neutralino density p x in units o f the 
critical density p c =  3 H ^ / ( 8 ttG) ~  10~29h 2 g /c m 3 (al­
ternatively, 11 y! r  is the neutralino mass density in units 
of 18.79 y g /m 3).
Perelstein and Spethmann [2] examined a particularly 
interesting region of M SSM  parameter space which they 
dubbed the "golden region.” (A similarly motivated region 
was previously studied in [3].) Perelstein and Spethmann 
argued that data and naturalness (i.e. a low degree of fine- 
tuning) point to a region within the Higgs and top sectors 
where the experimental bounds from  nonobservation of 
superpartners and the Higgs boson are satisfied and fine- 
tuning is close to the m inimum possible value. They found 
that, in this region, (i) the two stop eigenstates have masses 
below 1 TeV, (ii) there is a significant mass splitting
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between the two stop mass eigenstates, typically Sm  >
200 GeV, and (iii) the stop mixing angle m ust be nonzero. 
They then suggested collider signatures o f the golden 
region that may be found at the LHC.
In this paper, we further examine this golden region, 
with a particular focus on discovering the properties of the 
dark m atter within it. We use the numerical package 
DARKSUSY [4] to find the same golden region as [2], and 
apply additional constraints due to experim ental bounds on 
b —>«■ s y  as well. Then we look for the param eter regime 
inside the rem aining golden region that also gives the right 
relic density o f neutralino dark matter.
Below we begin by reviewing the boundaries o f the 
golden region, and then turn to the properties o f the dark 
m atter within it.
II. THE MSSM GOLDEN REGION
We work in the framework o f the M SSM . For practical 
reasons, and to match the choices in [2], we impose the 
following restrictions on the M SSM  parameters at the 
weak scale. (1) We assume that all soft parameters are 
flavor diagonal. (2) We assume common soft mass param e­
ters for the first- and second-generation squarks, m r/ =  
niQi.i =  m L,u =  nip u ,  where m ^ ., «![,., and m n « are the 
soft-supersymmetry breaking masses for the left-handed 
quark doublets, the up-type right-handed quark singlets, 
and the down-type right-handed quark singlets, respec­
tively. Similarly, for the sleptons, we assume that all slep- 
ton mass parameters are equal, m (- =  niLu j  =  niEu,.\ 
w here mL, and m E. are the singlet and doublet lepton soft 
mass parameters. (3) We set all tridiagonal soft- 
supersymmetry breaking terms A to zero except for a large 
stop trilinear term  A t. (4) We further assume that the third- 
generation soft mass m 0 > =  m Cr but let m Q> and m t,> vary 
independently.
We are left with 11 free parameters: the Higgs mass 
param eter /x; the mass mA of the CP-odd Higgs boson; the 
ratio tan/3 of the Higgs vacuum expectation values; the
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gaugino mass parameters M t , M 2, M 3; the soft parameters 
njy and mf,  and the third-generation soft parameters iuqs, 
m Vi, and A t. Furtherm ore, following [21, we replace the 
last three parameters (niQi, m vi, and A,), the mass differ­
ence Sm  =  m 2 ~  m\  between the heaviest (m 2) and light­
est ( m i ) st0P masses, and the stop mixing angle 6t. Filially, 
we use m t =  174.3 GeV for the top-quark mass, and define 
all parameters at the weak scale.
We scan the 11 -dimensional parameter space by gener­
ating random  values of the parameters. The experimentally 
verified boundaries will be im plem ented later on for the 
code run. In scanning parameters, we leave extra margins 
outside the experimentally allowed domain, so that all 
experimentally allowed parameters are examined in the 
scan. Thus, the param eter scan boundaries are wider than 
the experimentally verified bounds. Here are the parameter 
scan domains we use (all dimensionful param eters are in 
GeV):
80 <  /x <  500. 100 <  mA <  2000. tan/3 =  10.
(2 )
100 < M l <  400. 100 <  M , <  2000.
(3)
10 0  <  M 3 <  20 0 0 .
100 <  m Q <  2000. 100 <  m f <  2000. (4)
100 <  m t <  1000. 100 <  Sm  <  600. 6, =  77/ 4 .
(5)
Notice that we fixed the value of B1 and tan/3 to reproduce 
one of the panels in Fig. 2 of [21. We define our "default 
scan" to be the case where these values are fixed at tan /3 =  
10 and 8t =  77/4 . We set the fine-tuning level to be 3% (see 
Sec. IIB  for details). We also produced other special scans: 
we randomized tan/3 in the range 0.5 to 30; we im ple­
mented the grand unified theory (GUT) relation between 
M t , M 2, and M 3; and we separately extended M x up to 
2000 GeV.
The points in Fig. 1 illustrate the golden region we 
obtain in our default scan. This figure can be directly 
compared with Fig. 2 o f [21, from  which the solid triangu­
lar region is drawn. The dashed-dotted region is obtained 
using the Perelsteiii and Spethmanii code, but with our 
value of the top-quark mass. Using DARKSUSY, we have 
improved upon the previous work by applying more accu­
rate calculations of the Higgs boson mass and of the b —► 
s y  branching ratio, as described below. A variety of other 
experimental constraints are applied as well, using their 
im plem entation in DARKSUSY. In particular, LEP2 searches 
for direct production of charginos and stops constrain the 
chargino and stop masses to m ^  s  94 GeV and m\  s  
92 GeV (these limits are im plem ented in DARKSUSY). 
The b —► s y  decay rate [51 also constrains the golden 
region. We use the default range in DARKSUSY,
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FIG. 1. The im proved golden region: Wc have scanned the 
supcrsym m ctric param eter spacc w ith constraints im posed from 
the bound on the H iggs mass, fine-tuning, and other experim en­
tal constraints including b —* sy  to find an im proved golden 
region; here w c have fixed 0, = f  and tan/3 =  10 in our “ default 
scan” in param eter spacc. The fine-tuning param eter is set to be 
33.3. For com parison, the area enclosed by the solid line shows 
the corresponding golden region previously found in Fig. 2 o f [2] 
w ith the top-quark mass 171.4 GeV. The area enclosed by the 
dashed-dotted line corresponds to  our value of the top-quark 
mass, 174.3 GeV. N ote that our lowest value of Sm =  150 GeV 
is low er than that in the previous work, as discussed in the text. 
(Wc have actually redrawn Pcrclstcin and Spcthm anrfs golden 
region using their code, fixing the D -tcrm s in the mg mass [10].)
2.71 X 10-4  <  B r(b — s y )  <  4.39 X 10^4 (6 )
W hereas [2] noted that including this constraint was 
mostly beyond the scope of their paper, we have im ple­
mented this constraint throughout. Hence our results in 
Fig. 1 illustrate the "im proved" golden region in the 
presence of this additional constraint (and of a more accu­
rate calculation of the Higgs boson masses).
We note that [21 defined a benchmark point in their Table
1, with particular choices of the other parameters, and did 
include the b —► s y  ratio when they checked this point 
using SUSPECT. SUSPECT gave them an acceptable b —* s y  
ratio for their benchm ark model, but DARKSUSY (which 
includes better expressions for the branching ratio with 
next-to-leadiiig-order corrections) gives an unacceptable 
value.
The golden region in Fig. 1 contains 7000 points satisfy­
ing all relevant bounds. The region is a triangle, with the 
lower boundary due to the constraint 011 the Higgs mass.
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the leftm ost boundary due to the bounds on the p  param e­
ter, and the upper boundary due to fine-tuning. We now 
discuss each of these bounds in turn.
A. L ow er b o u n d a ry  of golden trian g le : H iggs m ass*/ o o oo
The lower boundary of the golden region triangle is set 
by bounds on the Higgs mass. The LEP2 lower bound on 
the standard model Higgs mass is [6]
m(h°)  > 1 1 4  GeV. (7)
For generic M SSM  param eter choices, the lim it on the 
lightest Higgs is very close to this value as well, and we 
may use this bound. At tree level, the M SSM  predicts 
m(h°)  ^  tnz | cos 2/31, so that large loop corrections are 
required to satisfy this bound. The dominant one-loop 
corrections are from top and stop loops. The numerical 
package FEYNHIGGS [71 is incorporated into DARKSUSY to 
properly compute the Higgs mass and to apply the experi­
m ental bound. We note that the resulting boundary to the 
golden region that we find is slightly different from  that of 
[21: e.g. at m^ =  440 GeV, our lowest value of 8m  =  
150 GeV is quite a bit lower than the lowest value of 8m ~  
280. The reason for this discrepancy is that their analytic 
approximations for the Higgs masses are less accurate than 
the values we find using the numerical package. (Our use of 
a different top-quark mass does not explain the discrep­
ancy, as shown by the dashed-dotted line in Fig. 1.)
B. U pper b o u n d a ry  of golden trian g le : F ine-tun ing  
co n stra in t
Fine-tuning of the Z  mass also constrains the Higgs 
sector. At tree level, the Z  mass in the M SSM  is given by
where
-m i f1 “ —W) “ m2i(l + ~W) “\  cos2 j3J \  cos2 j3J
sin2 /3 =  ■
2b
mz mz 2 \n 12-
(8)
(9)
Since one of the two CP-even Higgs masses m ust satisfy 
m l,i  <  0 f ° r electroweak symmetry breaking, and since 
experimentally it is found that at least one of m U lh \[jl\ »  
tnz , cancellation of the terms on the right-hand side is 
required in order to get the right value of m z - Following 
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where it is assumed that tan/3 >  1. The overall fine-tuning 
A is defined by adding the four /4’s in quadrature; values of 
A far above 1 indicate fine-tuning. Following [21, we 
require A ^  100, corresponding to fine-tuning of 1% or 
better; this bound is implemented in our work and produces 
an upper bound of ^  ^  440 GeV for tan/3 >  0.5. This 
matches the upper bound on fji found in [21. We impose 
the constraints on the chargino mass from LEP2 chargino 
searches, which select ^  & 80 GeV.
The upper boundary of the golden region triangle is 
determined by further restrictions on the fine-tuning. 
Quantum corrections to naturalness also constrain the 
size of the quantum corrections to the parameters in 
Eq. (8). Following [21, here we consider the largest cor­
rection in the M SSM, namely, the one-loop contribution to 












( 1 2 )
Here m t is the top mass, A is the scale at which the 
logarithmic divergence is cut off, and finite (matching) 
corrections have been ignored. The correction to the Z 
mass induced by this effect is
8 ,m 2z ~8m2H
\  cos2/3/
(13)
To measure the fine-tuning between the bare (tree-level) 




Choosing the maximum allowed value of A t selects a 
region in the stop sector parameter space, (m h m 2, 6 t), 
whose shape is approximately independent of the other 
parameters. This constraint is outlined by the upper edge
2
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in Fig. 1 , which corresponds to A, <  33.3 (3% fine- 
tuning). Note that the particular value o f A, depends on 
the scale A; we choose A =  100 TeV in this figure. As 
pointed out in [2], the shape of the A, contours and the 
trend for the fine-tuning constraint to increase with the stop 
mass are independent of A .
C. L eft b o u n d a ry  of golden trian g le  and  o ther 
experim en ta l co n stra in ts
The left boundary of the golden region triangle is set by 
measurements o f the p  parameter, which obtains correc­
tions from stop and sbottom loops. We compute the p  
param eter using DARKSUSY and require
(2 -  8) X 1C T4 <  p -  I <  (2 +  8 ) X 1C T 4 . ( 1 5 )  
which represents the 2a  range from [9].
III. DARK M A TTER
Now that we have found the improved golden region 
with the b —* s y  bound im plemented, we can investigate 
the properties of the dark matter in this region. Using 
DARKSUSY, we find the neutralino relic density for each 
set of M SSM  param eter values in the improved golden 
region.
Figure 2 shows the relic density as a function o f neu­
tralino mass for all our default points in the golden region. 
As discussed previously, our default scan is defined by 
fixing tan/3 =  10, 6 t =  77/ 4 , and A, =  33.3 and scanning 
over other parameters. The lines illustrate the band that 
satisfies the cosmological requirem ent o f £ lxh 2 in Eq. (1). 
Notice that there are points with the correct density for 
practically all neutralino masses in the golden region (with 
perhaps a tiny exception at the largest masses). Although 
m ost o f the points in the figure have small £ lxh 2, we 
remind the reader that the density of points, in this and 
all the other plots, is arbitrary. The simulation uses a 
random num ber generator in the param eter domain. The 
dots are used for a plot as long as they satisfy the criteria 
for the golden region. Thus, the dot density does not 
necessarily have a physical meaning. It simply represents 
how the random number generator creates the dots.
In our default scan, we allowed the gaugino mass pa­
ram eters /W 12,3 to vary independently. If  we instead impose 
the GUT relations
a  Am?)  t 
M 3 =  —------- s u t 6 wM 2,
(16)
(17)
JB - 2  -
QOo
10 0 200 
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FIG. 2. Neutralino relic density as a function of neutra­
lino mass mx for our default scan in parameter space ( tan/8 =
10, 9, = it/4,  A, =  33.3). Each dot represents a point in super- 
symmetric parameter space that lies within the golden region. 
The horizontal band shows the 2<x range in the measured value 
of the cosmological density of cold dark matter []]. Notice that 








we still find points satisfying the cosmological constraint
FIG. 3. Same as Fig. 2 except that M h M 2, and M3 are related 
through the GUT relations, Eqs. (16) and (17). Notice that there 
are points falling into the cosmologically interesting band.
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log(Zg/ ( l  —Zg))
FIG. 4. Neutralino relic density i l^ h 2 as a function of -p |-  for 
our default scan in parameter space. Each dot represents a point 
in supersymmetric parameter space that lies within the golden 
region. The horizontal band shows the 2cr range in the measured
value of the density of cold dark matter [I], Notice that there are
zpoints only above log-p^- =  0. One can see that the neutralino is 
typically predominantly gaugino rather than Higgsino.
on Clx h2. This is shown in Fig. 3, obtained by using the 
param eter ranges in Eqs. (2)-(5) but with the additional 
GUT conditions on M x, M 2, and M 3 imposed.
To understand the properties of the points with the 
cosmologically interesting values o f f l v/?2, we have ana­
lyzed the dependence o f f i  xh2 in our default sample on all 
o f the 11 independent parameters in the Lagrangian. M ost 
o f the parameters showed no interesting connection with 
f i x h2, except for M x, and the gaugino fraction Z„.
Figure 4 shows the relic density as a function o f Z „ /(  1 — 
Z„) where Z„ is the gaugino fraction of the neutralino. The 
denominator 1 — Z„ is the Higgsino fraction. Points in the 
cosmologically interesting band typically have Z „ /( 1 — 
Z„) >  1. Thus, the dark matter in the golden region that 
satisfies Eq. (1) is predominantly gaugino rather than 
Higgsino.
Figures 5(a) and 5(b) plot the relic density as a function 
o f M x, the mass o f the U( 1 )Y gaugino. Figure 5(a) is for our 
default scan, while Fig. 5(b) is for an extended scan of 
1700 points in which tan/3 varies in the range 0.5 to 30 and 
M x is allowed to be as large as 2000 GeV. One can see that 
points with the right relic density have M x <  300 GeV.
We find that some models, but not all, have coannihila­




FIG. 5. Neutralino relic density i^ xh2 as a function of M ] for 
(a) our default scan in parameter space and (b) an extended scan 
with 0.5 <  tan/3 <  30 and 100 GeV <  M, <  2000 GeV. Each 
dot represents a point in supersymmetric parameter space that 
lies within the golden region. The horizontal band shows the 2cr 
range in the measured value of the density of cold dark matter 
[1], Notice that there are points in the golden region with the 
right cosmological neutralino density provided M\ <  300 GeV.
IV. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we have imposed further experimental 
bounds (b —> s y )  on the golden region found by [2] and 
have searched for subsets o f this region which provide 
today 's dark m atter density in the form o f neutralinos.
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We found that M x <  300 GeV is required, and that when 
the neutralino is the dark matter in the golden region it is 
predominantly gaugino. In the future, we plan to examine 
direct and indirect detection rates in concert with LHC 
tests of the golden region.
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